Making sense of ETF
currency exposure

Investing in exchange traded funds (ETFs)
that provide exposure to international equities
often means investors need to factor in foreign
currency implications and decide whether and
how to manage that exposure. Many realworld factors—including risk tolerance, costs,
time horizon and investor expertise—play a
role in the currency hedging decision.

Before making any currency decisions, it can help to understand
what the implications of market and currency movements are
on different types of ETFs. In figures 1 and 2 we look at both a
single-country and multi-country ETF exposure.

Single-country ETF
Figure 1 uses Vanguard US Total Market Shares Index ETF (VTS)
which has exposure to movements in the US equities market
and also movements in the US dollar versus the Australian dollar.
It’s important to understand the relationship between these
movements and the implications they have on the total return of
VTS, not only when deciding to invest but also when assessing
performance.
An interesting example to look at is the performance of US
equities in 2013. For Australian investors unhedged US equities
delivered a total return of 54.9% for the year. However, for US
investors (investing with US dollars) this return was 33.5%. The
difference of 21.4% was due to currency fluctuations.

Figure 1: Vanguard US Total Market Shares Index ETF (VTS) market and currency movement implications
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Multi-country ETF

As the numbers reveal, currency movements can both enhance
and diminish investor returns at different times. While there is
no one-size-fits-all hedging prescription, consideration of foreign
currency impacts to a portfolio’s risk and return is an important
element to sophisticated portfolio construction.

Multi-country ETFs can mean investors are exposed to a
number of economies and, depending on whether the ETF is
hedged or unhedged, exposed to a number of currencies.
For example Vanguard Emerging Markets Shares Index
ETF (VGE) provides exposure to over 20 emerging market
economies and 20 emerging market currencies. The top 10
countries are shown in Figure 2.
Using emerging markets equities as an example, let’s look at
how multiple currency exposure impacted an investor’s return
in 2013. For an Australian investor, unhedged exposure to
emerging markets equities delivered a total return of 10.6% for
the year. This was made up of 15.7% return from the equities
markets of these countries but dampened by -5.1% due to
movements in the different currencies.
While this split of market and currency impact varies from
year to year, the key benefit to having exposure to multiple
economies and currencies is diversification. Diversification helps
lower risk in a portfolio and smooth out returns over time.
Figure 2: Top 10 country exposure Vanguard Emerging
Markets Shares Index ETF (VGE)
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Against this backdrop and depending on the currency exposure
requirements of an investor’s portfolio, Vanguard offers hedged
and unhedged international equities ETFs. Vanguard MSCI
Index International Shares ETF (VGS) and Vanguard MSCI Index
International Shares (Hedged) ETF (VGAD) offer exposure
to equities across more than 20 developed markets outside
Australia. The ability to select from hedged or unhedged exposure
allows investors to tailor their portfolio to suit their needs.
Figure 3: Currency’s impact on portfolio return has been
significant and variable
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Currency considerations for investors
Foreign-currency exchange rate movements can have a
significant impact on unhedged investment returns. Figure 3
shows the annual performance of the developed global equity
market denominated in various developed currencies over the
ten years through 2013. The stronger the foreign currency— and
the weaker the home currency—the more positive will be the
impact on the return of a global equity portfolio when translated
back into the investor’s home currency.

Foreign-currency exposure affects a portfolio’s volatility as well
as its long-term returns. A currency management strategy that
seeks to maximize portfolio returns as its primary goal may be
quite different from one that seeks to reduce overall portfolio
risk. But whatever the goal, the strategy should be consistently
designed, implemented, and evaluated against the primary
objective: return impact or risk reduction. To start with one
objective and then evaluate the results against another is a selfdefeating approach.
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